Abstract . We consider the computer generation of random binary search trees with n nodes for the standard random permutation model . The algorithms discussed here output the number of external nodes at each level, but not the shape of the tree. This is important, for example, when one wishes to simulate the height of the binary search tree . Various paradigms are proposed, including depth-first search with pruning, incremental methods in which the tree grows with random-sized jumps, and a tree growing procedure gleaned from birth--and-death processes. The last method takes O (logo n) expected time .
1. Introduction. The binary search tree is one of the most frequently used structures in computer science, see e.g ., Aho, Hopcroft, and U11man [1] , Knuth [19] , or Cormen, Leiserson, and Rivest [4] . A random binary search tree is defined as the random binary tree obtained by consecutive insertion of X 1 X,, into an initially empty tree, where X j , . . . , X1, is either an independently and identically distributed (i .i.d .) sequence of random variables with a fixed density, or an equiprobable random permutation of { 1, . . . , n} . The height Hn of the tree is the maximal distance between any node and the root (thus, H 1 . = 0, as the root is at distance 0 from itself, and H2 = 1) . In this paper, we propose various methods for the generation of random binary search trees . Trees with n nodes necessarily require Q (n) time . Since many quantities related to random trees such as their heights grow logarithmically with n, large size trees are required in simulations that attempt to extract asymptotic information . In fact, one often does not care about the actual tree, but rather about the number of nodes at each level. The methods given below take sublinear expected time and output a random vector (flu fl m ) where n is the number of external nodes at level i . The height Hn is nothing but m -1, for example . Early studies of Hn include Robson [26] , [27] , Pittel [23] , and Mahmoud and Pittel [21] . See also Mahmoud [20] . While it is known that Hn def c 4.33107 . . . a.s. log n as n -~-* ono (Devroye, [6] , [9] ), very little additional information is available regarding H n , and one is led to simulation in order to study the second-order properties of H n such as its variance, its asymptotic distribution, and so forth . Such simulations require formidable values of n in view of the logarithmic growth of Hn with n . It is thus of great importance to ensure that the time and especially the space requirements grow slowly with n .
Constructing the tree by consecutive insertions leads to a ®(n log n) expected time and e (n) space algorithm . One cann exploit a certain growth property of the random binary search tree (all external nodes are equally likely to receive a new node), leading to a e (n) time and e (n) space method for growing the tree by direct insertion of new nodes at old leaves . With extra effort, the space requirement can be reduced to ® (log n) expected space .
In §3, we present a simple method that requires O (n / log n ) expected time and O (log n ) expected space . A shortcut is required as a sublinear time method cannot possibly consider all nodes in the tree. The algorithm presented here uses some sort of depth-first search with tree pruning gleaned from game tree search applications . The idea of simulating random variables via shortcuts that bypass the definition of the random variables has been exploited by many . For example, the maximum of n i .i .d . random variables with a given density f can be generated in expected time 0(1) or O (log n ) depending upon whether the distribution function is available at unit cost or not [28] , [5] . The sum of n i.i .d . random variables can also be generated in time o(n) ; often, 0(1) expected time is achievable, as is demonstrated in [7] , [11] . A binomial (n, p) random variable representing the outcome of n coin flips is nowadays routinely generated in 0(1) expected time ( [2] , [15] , [24] , [25] , [10] , [16] , [29] -- [30] ) uniformly bounded over n and p . The result of this paper is just another illustration of the same principle . The method of §3 is extremely easy to implement, and is competitive with the other methods for values n that are not too large .
In §4, we recall a simple linear time method based upon growing a random binary search tree by replacing external nodes, i.e ., not by insertion from the root down . Probabilistic shortcuts based upon waiting times allow us in § 5 to reduce the expected time to O(/ log n ).
This requires efficient generators for a multivariate hypergeometric' and a certain waiting time distribution, thereby rendering the programming effort and the overhead a bit heavier . Nevertheless, for medium-sized values of n, the method is very useful .
In §6, a random binary search tree is grown by imagining that each external node is a living organism that will bear two children and die according to a simple Poisson point process . We then let the time grow by constant amounts, so that the tree grows at an exponential rate . At any given moment, we have a correctly distributed binary search tree, but the size is random . When one stops as soon as the size of the tree is n or larger, the expected time complexity is o (logo n ) . A modification of the algorithm is introduced to obtain the right size . The constant in o (logo n ) is rather large due to the overhead in a multinomial random vector generator used in a bottleneck portion of the algorithm . This last method is useful for extremely large n, such as n 1040 .
2. Two key properties of random binary search trees .
FACT 1 . If we associate with node i in a random binary search tree an integer S~ denoting the size of the subtree rooted at that node, then for any (i .e., left or right) child j of node i, we have Si G LS; U J where means "is distributed as," and U is a uniform [o, 1] random variable independent of Si .
As an immediate corollary of this we have the following fact . 3. A simple algorithm for the height of a random binary search tree .
3.1. Description. The algorithm keeps a stack of nodes characterized by a pair (1, s), where 1 is the level of a node (i.e., its distance from the root), and s is the size of the subtree rooted at that node . The actual position of each node in the tree and the actual tree with all its links are never constructed . As we proceed, nodes on the stack are split into two nodes representing the children . A node (1, s) is thus split into (1 + 1, s) and (1 + 1, s2 ), where s 1 +-s2 = s --1 . Moreover, s 1 is distributed as Ls U ] , where U is uniformly distributed on [o, 11 . See Fact 1 above . The new nodes are put back on the stack with the largest subtree on top . A node (1, s) can at best produce a node at distance 1 + s ---1 from the root, so there is no point in processing or stacking such a node if 1 + s --1 does not exceed the current value of the height of the tree, i.e., the largest level among all nodes seen thus far . This observation is at the basis of the sublinear expected time : not all nodes in the random binary search tree are expanded ; in fact, only a negligible fraction (0(1/log n)) is ever expanded .
A sublinear depth-first search algorithm . m,akenull (S) (S is a stack) . push ((o, n), S) (put the root Onto the stack) . h+-0 (h is the current value of the height) . 3.2. Expected stack size . It is easy to verify by induction that every level except the furthest can occur at most once on the stack ; the furthest occurs at most twice (just note that the level numbers of the nodes on the stack are strictly increasing except possibly for the top node) . This shows without further ado that the maximal stack size is less than one plus the height of the tree, and this in turn is less than (c + E) log n almost surely for any E > o . Furthermore, the expected stack size is not greater than (c + o(1)) log n .
3.3. Expected time analysis . Initially, we push and pop a sequence of nodes that correspond to a path down the tree ending with a node with a subtree of size one . After that, the algorithm backtracks by processing a node closer to the root . Let us call L" the level of this furthest node encountered in the first phase of the algorithm. Let Hence, P{L n~ k} ~ P {Sk < 1}
Now take k = ia log nl with O < a < 1 / loge/2) . We now apply a large deviation theorem (see, e.g ., [22] or [12, §1 .9]), which states that if 11 , )'2, . . . are i .i .d. random variables with mean t, and if Ee _ t~" C oo for some t > o, then, for every E > o, there exists a 8 > O such that k P k~Y; <µ-E < e-ka Now, applied to our situation, noting that E log ( 1 2 U' ) = log(2/e) and that log n log(k + 1)
for some S > 0, provided that -1/a < log(2/e) . This proves the second half of Fact 3 . In the same manner, one can show that P{L n > a log n } = o (1) for all a > 1/loge/2) . 0 THEOREM . The expected time taken by the algorithm given above is O (n/ log n) .
Proof. The running time of the algorithm is appropriately measured by the number of nodes that are ever stacked . On the first pass just described, we push at most 2(L n + 1 ) onto the stack. After this first pass, only nodes with the property that the (l, s) pair satisfies l + s -1 > L n can ever be pushed onto the stack. The expected number of nodes pushed on the stack after the first pass is not more than min n, by an inequality for the left tail of the gamma distribution found, for example, in [9] . As a result of this estimate, we see that for a > 1,
Qlog n Iog n1k a --21og rr k1 k?u 1og n an P{Z a log n } a-1 where Z is a Poisson (2 log n ) random variable . We will see that we need to take a E (2, 3 .2) . By Ghebyshev's inequality, since a > 2, we see that
We conclude that for a > 2, Next, for some 8 > 0 by Fact 3 . Finally, if y = log n -log log n --log(3.2 -a), Ii- 2k P{a log n + Nk -1 > 3 .2 log n } 2k P{logn ---Gk > log(3 .2 ---a) + log logn } In this algorithm, we keep the number of external nodes at each level in an array (n0, n 1, . . . , n,,, ) . The expected storage needed for this is O (log n ) since the expected height is o (log n ) . The algorithm is based upon the fact that when adding a new node, each of the external nodes is equally likely to receive the node . To generate the random integer L according to the vector of frequencies (n0, . . . , n,11 ), one can trivially proceed in time 0(1 + m), but this would result in overall expected time 0(n log n) . To generate L in 0(1) expected time, one has to either use more space or more programming resources . For example, keeping an array with no + n + . . . + n,,, entries, of which n, entries have label i, would enable us to generate L in 0(1) time . The overall time and space both are 0(n) . By a dynamic version of the guide table method (see [3] or [13] , for the raw guide table method}, D (lag n ) expected space is achievable provided that we can update the guide table in 0(1) amortized time . This is easy to achieve if we take care to rebuild the table every log nth (or mth) entry . Between rebuilding, the new entries in the table are collected in a simple overflow list ; this does not affect the overall linear expected time .
5. Discrete jumps in the simulation : An a( /i log n) method . 5.1 . Description . Consider a vector (no, n 1 n,,,) representing the number of external nodes at levels o, 1 m, respectively, and assume that no + . . . + n,,, = n for now. The previous linear time algorithm is based upon the selection of a uniform random external node, say one at level k € (0 m}, and the updating of the vector by the rule k+~-1 ~-nk+1 + 2 .
Imagine that the n original external nodes are white balls in an urn, and that the label of each ball is its level number. A randomly selected (white) ball is removed. If its label is k, two black balls with label k + 1 are added. This process can be repeated until we pick a black ball for the first time . The number of draws required until this happens is a random variable T" E (2, . . . , n + 1}. We say that T,, has the waiting-time distribution with parameter n . We can let the tree--growing process jump ahead by T steps at once if we are given T . Indeed, given T, it suffices to draw T --1 white balls uniformly and without replacement from the urn . The vector (Do, D 1, . . . , D,,,) represents the number of balls drawn with labels o, 1 m , respectively. The distribution of this vector is multivariate hypergeometric ; the details on how to generate the vector on a computer will be given later; it suffices for now to say that this vector can be generated in 0(m) expected time uniformly over all n . Now, the vector of external nodes is updated by the rule where, if L = m + 1, we define n,,, +2 = 0 before the update and n r,r +2 -2 after the change . The number of external nodes now is n + T instead of n . Iterate this process until we obtain more external nodes than needed . It is a simple matter to get the exact size one wants by simply truncating T in the last iteration . Let us first provide the algorithm in its entirety The algorithm given above returns a vector with m components n r , where n r is the number of external nodes on level i . Clearly, for a random binary search tree with n nodes, we have n + I external nodes, and thus ~, n t = n + 1 . Thus, besides the height of the binary search tree (m --1), we also have information about the distribution of the nodes over the various levels .
A few details have to be ironed out :
• Determine the waiting time distribution for T and show how a random variate T can be generated in constant expected time, bounded uniformly over n .
• Show how one can generate a multivariate hypergeometric random variate .
• Show that the algorithm takes O (%J log n ) expected time units . 5.2. The distribution of T. By using the urn with white balls and black balls, we see that P{T > k } is equal to the probability that in the first k draws only white balls are chosen . Clearly then, if the urn has n white balls to begin with, P{T>k}= , , 2<k<n+1 i.•= 1 + I so that 2k~ 2,r PST-k+1}-`" ~ 1 <k<n . n (211) 11
Random variate generation can be dealt with by von Neumann's rejection method, which requires a summable function of k that dominates the probability vector given above . In von Neumann's method, worked out below for our case, it suffices to generate random variates from a distribution with probabilities proportional to the bounding vector and stop when for the first time an acceptance condition is satisfied . We first derive an upper bound from the following inequality :
PCT=k+1}C _e-2k2/3n, 1CkC _ __n . n This can be shown as follows . Using log(1 + u) ? 2u/(2 + u) for u > O, we have
Observe that J°° Zx _~2/3n 3 e fl n 2 e~2x2/3n , k --1 C x k .
Thus, the density 2(x+1 } e ~" 2x2 /3n on the positive halfline is the mixture of the Maxwell density and the normal density . The rejection method for T can be summarized as follows :
generator for. T with parameter n repeat generate U, V uniform [0, 1] i f U < 3/2 3/2+J7 3n2n then generate an exponential random variate E ; set else generate N standard normal ; set Y F-/3nN2/4 x+-1Y1 until Y < n and VZ tt+2 exp(-2X2/3n) < (2Y/n) ((n2+"y,)/(n"))
The expected number of iterations in this algorithm is 3/2 + . J3rr/4n . The expected time is uniformly bounded over n if we can evaluate factorials in 0(1) time or if we can verify the acceptance condition in 0(1) time . If we accept a model in which simple basic operations take constant time, regardless of the size of the operands . The factorial, evaluated naively, would thus take time proportional to n . One can consult Chapter X of [7] on this issue ; depending upon the situation, one can use a combination of either Stirling's approximation or Binet's approximation with the alternating series acceptance/rejection method. Another property we will require is that P( T > n /4} > 1/2> o . To see this, observe that with s = i n/41 for s -1 ? 1, [7] . Using these algorithms, we can generate D0
by drawing from an urn with n o balls labeled o and n i + -+ n 1, balls labeled "> D." By repeating this step, we can generate the multivariate hypereometric random variate in expected time 0(m) uniformly in all the other parameters .
Probabilistic analysis.
We will show the following fact . Proof. The following notation will be used : the number of external nodes at the beginning of the i th iteration is N1 : thus,
1=N0<N1 <N~<
We consider the algorithm without truncation, iterated ad infinitum. Let T, be the value of the waiting time random variable for the i th iteration ; its parameter is N 1_ 1 , and we have Ni =N1 _1+T, (i ? 1) .
The algorithm halts after iteration k when for the first time N n + 1 . The number of iterations is denoted by J,, . Clearly, J" > k if and only if Nk < n + 1 . Also, by construction, N; 2i for all i, so that J" n . This implies that EJn < ~ P{Jn > i} < inf (n 2P{Nk <n+ 1} +k 2) .
We will see that E J = 0(n) . Then we continue as follows : if the vector of external nodes at the outset of an iteration is (no, . . . , n,,,), then that iteration takes expected time bounded by a universal constant times m + 1 . Clearly, m H,,, the height of the random tree generated . Hence, the overall expected time is bounded by cE{ J" + J" H" } , where a is a universal constant . By the Cauchy -Schwarz inequality, we have 6. A birth-and-death process method . 6.1. Derivation . In Robson [26] , [27] , simulations were reported that were based upon an ultra-fast algorithm that produces random binary search trees of random size . This method has never been published nor analyzed . Also, the modifications required to produce a random tree of the correct size are discussed in this paper .
Once again, consider a vector (no, n 1 nm ) representing the number of external nodes at levels O, 1, . . . , m, respectively, and assume that n o + . . . + n,, = n for now. Every external node should be considered as a living element in a birth-and-death process with unit reproduction rate for each element . When an external node gives birth, it produces two new elements (which live at one level below their parent), and it immediately dies, for a net gain of one element . This is nothing but the Yule process (a special case of a pure birth process ; see [32, p . 215] ) . The n nodes at time t will thus spawn families of offspring at time t + O of i.i .d. sizes Si, . . ., Sn . The common distribution of the S, 's is that of S, where
If the state at time t is described by (no, n1 , . . . , n,,), then our purpose is to efficiently generate an updated state at time t + O, where is a constant to be selected . The first step is to generate the sizes of the subtrees of external nodes (at time t + i ) with roots at the elements alive at time t. This leads to the generation of the triangular array of random integers N (i , j), each representing the number of size j subtrees with original root at level i . N (i , 3) , . . . } is multinomial with parameter n 1 and probabilities given by p i (z\), p2(0) By repeatedly appealing to a uniformly fast binomial generator, we can generate this vector in expected time bounded by a constant times the expected value of the maximal size subtree M (n ,) for any of the n , roots . Now, the maximum of n , i. i .d . geometric random variables described by the probabilities p, (0), i l, has an expected value not exceeding
1+
1 + log n , log( 1/(1 -e)} Since each n i does not exceed n, we see that, given m, all N (i , j ) can be generated in expected time O (m log n ) . The next step in the algorithm consists of generating the correct numbers of external nodes at all levels . This can be done in one sweep from o to m . Assume that we are given N (i , j), j ? l, for fixed i . This leads to N (i, 1 ) external nodes at level i . For fixed j ? 2, we obtain no external nodes at level i . Rather, it is possible to determine how many subtrees rooted at nodes of level i + 1 this leads to . Indeed, a node at level i with a subtree having j external nodes yields a left child at level i -I which itself has a subtree of (random) size S 2, where S is equally likely to take any value between 1 and j --1 . The size of the subtree rooted at the right child is j -S . Of course, we won't have to do this for each node separately. Rather, it is easy to see that we need only generate a multinomial random vector w i , w2 w3 _ i with wj = N (i , j), and equal probabilities . Here wj represents the number of left child nodes at level i + 1 having i external nodes in their subtrees . Adding in the sizes of the right subtrees, we see that at level i + 1, the N (i , j ) level i nodes spawn 2 N (i , j ) nodes with w j + wj _t nodes of size i . A uniformly fast binomial generator can "split" all N (i , j ) at level i in this manner in expected time 4 (EM (n ,) 2 ) . For fixed z, this is O (log e n ) .
The sizes of the nodes at level i + 1 can now be updated, and they in turn are split. An iteration thus takes expected time not exceeding EHN times 4 (loge n) where N is the number of external nodes at the end of the iteration . The expected value of one geometric random variable is e-. Thus, ETA e°ET, _ 1 = er° (i ? 0) .
The tree thus grows exponentially quickly . In fact, we know much more . By the derivation given above, the distribution of Tr is geometric itself with parameter e 1 '' . It is perhaps a bit counterintuitive that T, has a monotonically decreasing discrete density, with the value 1 being most likely . Clearly, if we are aiming for a tree of approximate size n, then we can take O = log 2, and perform log e n iterations . Or we can iterate until for the first time T~ > n --1 .
In the latter case, if the number of iterations is Jn and the height after stopping is HN, the overall expected time is bounded by 0 (loge n) times E {Jn He y } < JE { J n } E { NN } _ O (ioS2 n ), provided that EHN = O(log n) and that E { JR } = O(log 2 n) . We conclude that the expected complexity is O(log4 n) . But where we used the monotonicity of the tree--building process ; here Hi denotes the height of the tree in the birth-and--death process at the moment that it has precisely j + 1 external nodes . The last probability decreases exponentially quickly with n and k : for k 2 log n, Sum the upper bounds over k > o, and conclude that EH N 4e log (n + 1) + 0(1) . 0 6.3. Stopping at exactly n nodes . To obtain a tree of exactly n nodes from the algorithm above, we need to modify it so that before each iteration copies of N, m and (n o, n1, . . ., n,) are made and, if the iteration would increase the number of nodes beyond n, the iteration is aborted by returning to the copied values . To preserve the expected time O (log o n), it is also necessary to reduce the value of O when it is likely that taking a time step of will give an aborted iteration . A simple approach is to take Li as log ((n + N)/2N) whenever this is less than log 2 (that is when N > n/3), so that the expected number of new nodes created is half of the number required to reach n .
FACT f. The algorithm modified in this way halts in expected time 0 (log o n) . Proof. To prove the bound 0 (logo n) on the expected time, it is only necessary to show that the bound E { J n } Q (log e n) still holds . First we count only nonaborted iterations. By the reasoning above, the bound holds for the number of iterations to reach n/3 nodes . After n/3 nodes, each iteration has value of G, such that the expected number of new nodes is half that required to reach n and it is easy to see that there is a constant c > 0 such that each iteration has probability at least c of adding at least half of that expected number (since the rate of creation of new nodes is at least that of a Poisson process creating N nodes per unit time) . But the maximum number of iterations after n/3 nodes which add at least a quarter of then --N nodes still required is 0 (log n) so that the expectation E J n } = Q (loge n /c 2 ) = 0 (loge n ) as required .
To handle aborted iterations, we use a similar argument : each iteration has a probability at least 1/2 of not being aborted ; hence including aborted iterations can increase E J n } by at most a factor of 4 . 0 In practice it would be sensible to halt this process when the number of nodes required to be added was small (say < ,fn Iog2 n) and finish the simulation with the method of § 5 .
